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0 of 0 review helpful Served Straight Up By D West Vertical Coffin is the first book that I can remember reading by 
Stephen Cannell It was a delicious no nonsense fast paced cop thriller killer While I won t reiterate the book s 
storyline as you can find that in many other reviews I will say I was delighted to find another writer that I could add to 
my must read list It seems Shane the protagonist of th A nightmarish series of events sweeps LAPD s Sergeant Shane 
Scully and his wife and boss Alexa into the vortex of an enormous jurisdictional firestorm First a sheriff s deputy a 
friend of Shane s is gunned down while serving a routine search warrant His fellow deputies blame the incident on the 
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms whom they angrily accuse of having failed to warn them that the suspect had 
a huge arsenal of illegal weapons in From Publishers Weekly The title of the latest entry in Cannell s Shane Scully 
LAPD series Hollywood Tough The Tin Collectors The Viking Funeral is police jargon for any doorway which is 
where cops are most vulnerable when clearing a house As the novel beg 
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